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Introduction

1.1 History of the Release Notes 3.6x
16-10-2012
22-10-2013
07-07-2015
19-01-2016
17-06-2016

Initial version at release 3.60
Update at release 3.61
Update at release 3.62
Update at release 3.63
Update at release 3.64

1.2 Scope
These release notes give an overview of new
functionality in the 3.6x Praesideo software releases. It
also describes the known limitations. Whenever a
workaround for one of these problems is available it
will be provided in this document.

1.3 Definitions, acronyms and
abbreviations
AEX
AVC
BAM
BGM
CF
CIN
CST
CCA
ESD
FIN
FTA
HW
LCD
LED
MCI
MTBF
NCO
NSP
OI
PAM
PC
PCB
PDF
PTT
RAM
SOLAS
SW
TCP/IP
VPN

Analogue Audio Expander
Automatic Volume Control
Basic Amplifier
Back Ground Music
Compact Flash (Card)
CobraNet Interface
Call Station
Configuration Conversion Application
Electrostatic Discharge
Fiber Interface
File Transfer Application
Hardware
Liquid Crystal Display
Light Emitting Diode
Multi Channel Interface
Mean Time Between Failures
Network Controller
Network Splitter
Open Interface (of NCO)
Power Amplifier
Personal Computer
Printed Circuit Board
Portable Document Format
Press-to-talk
Random Access Memory
Safety of Life at Sea
Software
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet
Protocol
Virtual Private Network
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2

Hardware/Software
information

2.1 Supported platforms
The Praesideo software requires one of the following
operating systems:

Microsoft Windows 7

Microsoft Windows Vista

Microsoft Windows XP with at least Service Pack
1 installed
Using the Praesideo software on older Windows
versions may work, but is not guaranteed or tested.

2.2 Hardware requirements
The following hardware is required to install the
Praesideo software on your PC

Physical memory: 1GB or more

Free disk space:
100MB or more

Network interface: 100Mbps or faster

2.3 Software requirements
The following software is required for running the
Configuration Software (CS).

Internet browser, e.g.
o
Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0 or higher
o
Firefox 3.0 or higher

Adobe SVG Viewer 3.0
o
Available on installation disk.
o
Not required for Firefox 3.0 or higher or
Internet Explorer 11 or higher, as they have
SVG-support.
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New functions in this
release and previous
releases

addressed, improving the system security. This
is especially important in case the notes
regarding network security (see section 4.1 of
these Release Notes) are not taken into
account sufficiently, or even the internal
network cannot be trusted completely.
 Login to the various Praesideo programs are
now subject to rate limiting, which means that
after a number of failed login attempts the
response slows down to protect against bruteforce system attacks.
 User passwords on the Praesideo user
management configuration web pages are now
hidden by stars and not legible anymore.

3.1 Added functionality Release 3.64


A bug fix has been implemented to solve an issue
that appeared in systems using a PRS-16MCI
multi-channel interface that is powered from the
network controller via the network, instead of
being powered (in the default way) from the
connected basic amplifiers.
When these amplifiers are not switched on
simultaneously with the network controller, but at
a later moment, the possibility exists that the PRS
16MCI has entered a diagnostic mode, searching
for the missing amplifier channels. When the
amplifiers are then switched on later, it could
happen that the original volume settings of the
amplifier channels are not properly restored in the
PRS-16MCI, resulting in loss of audio for the
affected zones.
Systems using the PRS-NCO-B network controller
and a PRS-16MCI, powered from the Praesideo
network, where the possibility exists that the
connected basic amplifiers are switched on
independently, must be upgraded to release 3.64.
Alternatively, the PRS-16MCI must be set to get
its power supplied from the basic amplifiers
(jumper setting). Then no software update is
needed.

3.4 Added functionality Release 3.61






3.2 Added functionality Release 3.63


An important bug fix has been implemented for
the specific combination of a PRS-4P125 and/or
the LBB4424/10 power amplifier with the
LBB4440/00 supervision master board for
line/loudspeaker supervision on channel 3 and/or
channel 4 of that amplifier. This bug may cause
interruption of the line/loudspeaker supervision on
these channels when sudden amplifier load
changes occur. Subsequent line/loudspeaker faults
will then not be detected until the next restart of
that amplifier.
Systems using this combination of system
components and a PRS-NCO-B network controller
must be upgraded to release 3.63.
Systems using this combination of system
components and a PRS-NCO3 network controller
must be upgraded to release 4.33.

3.3 Added functionality Release 3.62


This release offers a security upgrade for
Praesideo systems based on the PRS-NCO-B.
No other functional additions are present in
comparison to the previous release 3.61.
 Several vulnerability issues in the embedded
web server of the network controller were
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A bug fix has been implemented to solve an issue
when two PRS-NCO-B network controllers are
used in a redundant configuration. Previously at
start up an NCO could generate a false positive
redundant network ring fault.
A bug fix has been implemented to solve an issue
with a false audio path supervision fault, generated
by an acoustically overloaded call station.
A bug fix has been implemented to solve an issue
with the remote call station not recognizing the
16th keypad.
Support for the audio expander PRS-4AEX4. Due
to obsolescence of some internal parts of the audio
expander LBB4402/00, this unit has been
redesigned. This redesign requires specific
firmware that is incorporated in this release for the
PRS-NCO-B, and in release 4.01 and onwards for
the PRS-NCO3.
To emphasize this difference the new version of
the LBB4402/00 was renamed to PRS-4AEX4,
according to the new product nomenclature.
The Praesideo Installation and User Instructions
version 3.6 are still valid for release 3.61,
specifically the description of the LBB4402/00
audio expander is also valid for the PRS-4AEX4.

3.5 Added functionality Release 3.60


Several extensions of the Open Interface
 Addition of virtual control inputs to the Open
Interface. They are assigned as part of the
NCO configuration, just like normal control
inputs. Via the Open Interface these virtual
control inputs can be triggered to start/stop/
abort a call with assigned zones and zone
groups. In this way the complete call
configuration remains part of the NCO
configuration, instead of becoming part of the
Open Interface client configuration. This
facilitates easy interfacing to e.g. fire control
panels via TCP/IP.
 The range of the attenuations for pre- and endtones, messages and live speech for an Open
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Interface call has been extended, the 20dB
range limitation has disappeared.
Several extensions of the PC Call Station
 PC Call Station support for redundant network
controllers. In the PC Call Server
configuration client for every NCO a spare
NCO can be assigned that must be connected
via the master/slave NCO switches (specials
PSP-D00039 and PSP-D00040). Upon failure
of the Main NCO, the PC Call Server will
address the Spare NCO instead.
 Fault and emergency alarm indicators are
added to a separate section of the PC Call
Station screen, to warn the user, comparable to
the indicators on a regular call station.
 Now a default predefined call can be selected
on a PC Call Station. After a configurable time
out the PC Call Station will deselect the last
selected predefined call and select the default
call for subsequent use. This default selection
can be useful for immediate live speech
without further required selections.
 The level of tones, messages and live speech
can be changed for calls coming from a PC
Call Station, similar to calls from a regular call
station (via call macro).
 Now it is possible to select call stacking as an
option for calls from a PC Call Station. The
selection includes configuration of Time out
and Forwarding conditions.
 Default connection of PC Call Station Client is
now via IP address instead of computer name
to prevent connection problems.
 In the Predefined Calls screen it is now
possible to select for calls without live speech
whether messages and tones are distributed
from one network controller through the whole
system (to keep all outputs synchronous) or
are generated in every connected network
controller independently (to avoid audio
transport via interconnections between
multiple sub-systems).
BGM fade in added. For every BGM channel it
can be configured whether the BGM should return
by fading in or by switching on after being
overruled by a call. Fade in time is configurable
between 0 and 10 s.
Extension of configuration diagnostics: an error is
generated when a zone is configured for multiple
BGM channels simultaneously, by itself or as part
of zone group.
The list of languages for web configuration,
logging and PC Call Station configuration is
extended with Korean.
For the backup power mode it is now possible to
configure whether a fault must be generated or not
when this mode becomes active.
Various bugs solved
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3.6 Added functionality Release 3.53


A bug fix has been implemented in the Open
Interface, related to subscriptions to resource state
notifications.

3.7 Added functionality Release 3.52


The parametric audio equalizer function has been
extended to improve the acoustic control of
room/loudspeaker resonances. It provides
additional options for the selection of frequency
(f), gain (G) and filter quality (Q). The f-resolution
quadrupled with more overlap between adjacent
filter sections, the G-resolution doubled and the
maximum attenuation increased to - 20dB, the Qrange increased to a maximum of 10 for the fully
parametric sections and 2 for the low cut and high
cut filters. All selection options of previous
releases are still available.

3.8 Added functionality Release 3.51






A bug fix has been implemented to solve the issue
of false SCB faults.
A bug fix has been implemented to solve the issue
of BGM returning with the wrong volume after a
call has been made.
A fix has been implemented to prevent wrong
volume and equalizer settings when the SVG
Viewer was not installed for Internet Explorer.
The pilot tone control range has been adapted to
prevent pilot tone calibration faults on the 70V
output of the amplifiers.
Several different length silence tones have been
added to the tone set.

3.9 Added functionality Release 3.50


A critical timing issue is solved, that can lead to
signal spikes, causing unintended spontaneous
'key presses', even though that key was not
actually pressed by an operator. This is a very rare
phenomenon and appears to be dependent on the
production batch of the processors that is used for
the keypad. Only a few incidents with very low
reproducibility have been reported since the year
2007 and none in earlier years. It is solved in two
ways:
- In the first place, new production keypads with
HW version 01/15 (LBB4432/00) or HW version
01/10 (LBB4434/00) have updated factory
firmware to avoid these spikes, even for older
Praesideo SW versions.
- In the second place, Praesideo 3.5 adds a digital
spike filter, implemented in SW, that removes
nearly all such spikes, even for older keypads.
Customers are advised to upgrade to Praesideo
3.5. If this does not solve the problem completely
or if for some reasons an older Praesideo release
must be used and the system is suspect to have this
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spontaneous key press behavior, customers are
advised to exchange the keypads for new versions.
The Diagnose section of the configuration web
pages now contains an overview of the HW and
FW versions of the connected units.
Control outputs can be configured as System fault
indicator.
A buzzer is delivered with the NCO to be
connected as audible indicator for fault or
emergency alarm.
The installation DVD contains a battery
calculation program to assist with proper
dimensioning of the backup power supply.
Multiple small bug fixes have been implemented.
PRS-xPxxx amplifiers from HW 06/00 onwards
have the option to monitor the fans in hi-speed
mode (jumper selection).
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3.10 Added functionality Release 3.41


A problem with the installation of the Logging
Server and PC Telephone Interface Client, which
resulted in an InstallShield error on non-English
Windows versions, has been solved.




3.11 Added functionality Release 3.40











Many new functions and updates for compliancy
to UL 864, UL1711 and UL2572 have been added
(certification in progress).
Complete update of the configuration web pages,
compatible with all recent versions of Internet
Explorer and Firefox.
Installers are advised to keep an old IE6 browser
on their PC for servicing Praesideo systems
operating on release 3.31 or lower, and install a
recent Firefox browser on that PC to service
Praesideo systems with release 3.40 or higher.
Windows does not allow IE7 or IE8 on the same
PC as IE6, but Firefox can be on the same PC as
IE6.
Language selection is now supported for the
configuration web pages. On the release date
approximately 10 languages are supported.
Praesideo is now compatible with Windows Vista
and Windows 7.
Call macros now include a configurable live
speech attenuation, e.g. to make emergency calls
louder than business calls.
The Open Interface now includes call parameters
for the attenuation of start chime, messages, live
speech and end chime.
The audio line inputs on NCO, AEX and PAM
now support 20 kHz pilot tone interconnection
supervision.
Supervision of a remote call station can be
disabled to allow for temporary removal of the call
station.
A rename function has been implemented for
zones, zone groups, call macros and BGM
channels.
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Extended audio delay settings on PAMs, but only
for the PRS-xPxxx series with a hardware release
05/00 or higher.
On call stations with keypads it is now possible to
keep the selection after the call has finished. To be
configured in the general section of the call station
configuration webpage.
For the Fault alarm indicator output of the NCO
(i.e. NCO_CO5) a mains power fault grace time
can be configured to suspend the fault state, useful
in areas with frequent short mains interruptions.
It is now possible to configure a reactivation time
for acknowledged but unresolved faults. The
already silenced fault alarm sounder will then be
reactivated.
In a call macro the maximum call duration of a
call can now be configured. The call will be
stopped automatically after this time, e.g. when a
call station is left unattended. This function should
not be used in combination with stacked or
scheduled calls.
Extended configuration consistency check on the
Diagnose web page.
New Save options for modified or new
configurations with automatic configuration
consistency check.
The database file for the logging application
(default name ‘Logging.mdb’) is now located in
the common application data directory. Windows
Vista and Windows 7 do not allow this data to be
put in the folder ‘\Program Files\ anymore.
The margin on the length of the system cable bus
is now indicated on the Diagnose web page,
together with the number of addressable nodes
found. This requires an NCO with hardware
release 20/00, or higher.
For a PC call station now parallel audio
interconnections can be configured between a
single output on the main NCO and multiple
inputs on the sub NCOs.
On a PC call station zone groups spanning more
than one NCO can be created.
There are 4 high efficiency alarm tones on the
distribution DVD in the folder ‘\Tools\Audio
Tools and Sounds\Sounds\High efficiency alarm
tones’. These tones are wav-files with a length of
60 s and should be used as messages. The RMSlevel is -6dBFS for continuous playback. These
tones sound much louder than sine waves of the
same RMS level.
Multiple small bug fixes have been implemented.

3.12 Added functionality Release 3.31




A bug fix has been implemented that solves the
issue of false line and loudspeaker supervision
faults with systems containing a PRS-MCI with
PRS-8B060 and/or PRS-4B125 amplifiers.
A bug fix has been implemented to solve a
problem with false SCB-failures in a PRS-MCI
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that previously required a power cycle to reset the
fault.

3.13 Added functionality Release 3.30



















This release adds several functions for compliancy
to the new EN54-16 and ISO7240-16 standards
for emergency sound systems.
Display of zone related faults. These are faults that
cause that (part of) a zone cannot be reached for
calls anymore. This fault can be indicated on the
zone selection keypad and on the PC call station.
This indication is the aggregation of 16 different
faults that may cause a problem to reach a zone
completely, like line faults, overheat and overload
faults. If a fault is internally solved by e.g.
automatically switching to a spare amplifier, this
will not result in a zone related fault.
The former ‘Zone emergency status’ has been
renamed to ‘Zone status’, because its function has
been extended with the ‘Zone fault status’,
showing zone related faults.
An indicator test is added; via a keypad key all
indicators of a call station can be switched on to
visually check the indicators on that call station
and connected keypads, including the numeric
keypad.
Up to five calls can be started simultaneously from
one control input or keypad key. This applies to
call activation inputs/keys, start inputs/keys and
stop inputs/keys. This allows for e.g. starting an
evacuation message on one floor and alert
messages on lower and higher floors in a single
action.
Calls are now allowed to have only control outputs
in the zone definition, without audio outputs. In
previous releases such calls would abort
immediately. Such a control output can be used to
activate an external alarm (siren) in a zone.
A site specific data check has been added;
Praesideo will regularly check whether the
configuration file in flash memory is not altered in
any way.
The manual reset of the voice alarm condition now
offers the possibility to select whether running
emergency calls should be aborted by the reset
action or not. The default setting is that running
calls will not be aborted and the emergency status
will not be reset in that case. A reset is only
possible after the emergency calls have finished.
This differs from previous releases, where the
reset would abort such calls!
The call logging has been improved by logging the
real originators of extended calls, created and
changed via Start/Stop keys or contacts.
New alarm tones have been added with timing
according to ISO8201.
The CobraNet Discovery tool has been updated
and also allows for configuration of the CobraNet
Interface. The program CNConfig is not required
anymore.
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New checks have been incorporated on the
Diagnose web page.
The web page ‘Configuration > Save’ has been
extended with a dedicated ‘Restart system’ button
to restart the system after a new configuration file
was copied to the NCO. The ‘Save configuration
and Restart System’ button would simply reload
the original unchanged configuration already
present in the NCO; this button should be used
after the configuration was changed via the web
pages.
The LCD contrast setting has been removed from
the front panel menus of the 19”-units. The LCD
contrast is now fixed at the factory.

3.14 Added functionality Release 3.20




This release is identical to Release 3.10, with the
exception that the PC Telephone Interface Client
(PRS-TIC) has been added to the installation CD.
Users of Release 3.10 do not need to upgrade their
systems. To use the PRS-TIC, however, requires
an update of the PC Call Server and renewal of the
registration.
The PC Telephone Interface Client of the PC Call
Server provides a voice response menu to make
calls via a Praesideo system using a telephone.

3.15 Added functionality Release 3.10









Modified support for the PRS-16MCI Multi
Channel Interface (MCI), which connects to the
Basic Amplifiers PRS-1B500, PRS-2B250, PRS4B125 and PRS-8B060 (BAM). The pilot tone
calibration algorithm has been adapted to support
the PRS-4B125 and PRS-8B060 in a better way
than with Release 3.0x. These amplifiers should
not be used with the previous Release 3.0x.
Support for the new PRS-CRF Call Stacker, a unit
for storing and forwarding of calls in case zones
are occupied and become available later. This unit
also allows for time shifting of calls for premonitoring and to avoid acoustical feedback to the
microphone.
Support for the new PRS-CSNKP Numeric
Keypad, a unit for user access control of call
stations and numeric zone selections.
The audio input sensitivity settings on the
configuration web pages have been changed from
absolute values (in dBV) to relative values (in dB)
with reference to the default 0dB setting. This is
done to make this value independent of the actual
sensitivity, which is hardware dependent and may
change. A negative value, e.g. -8dB, indicates a
less sensitive setting than the default 0dB, a
positive value means a more sensitive setting.
Extension of the Open Interface, a.o. to enable
names retrieval from the configuration and BGM
volume setting information per zone.
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Extension of the Logging Server and Viewer with
new events and additional information about call
progress and completion.
Extended activation characteristics (momentary,
toggle or single shot, with or without abort option)
for control inputs and keypad keys.
The call macro configuration now has a weekly
scheduler and routing and timing schemes can be
set. The options depend on the availability of a
call stacker in the system. With the routing
scheme now also the partiality of the call can be
configured for each call independently; it is not
fixed anymore per call station.
Option to simultaneously acknowledge and reset
fault or emergency status with one control input or
key.
Backup power mode via control input is now
logged as a fault event, as this function is intended
to mimic a real mains power fault.
Additional diagnose functions are added to check
for configuration errors.
An important bug fix has been implemented that
solves the situation that if a multi-channel
interface gets disconnected temporarily from the
Praesideo network, sometimes one or more
connected basic amplifiers do not get their active
audio channel back, without notification. Current
users of release 3.0x, using a multi-channel
interface should upgrade to release 3.10 or later.
An important bug fix has been implemented that
solves the issue that after upgrading the unit
firmware of the network controller no messages
can be played until the system has restarted.
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The content of the Compact Flash card is checked
less frequent and with a fixed rate (still within 100
s) to improve the MTBF of the Compact Flash
card. Also, the Praesideo NCO now comes with a
specially selected Compact Flash card that permits
very frequent reading of the content. The MTBF
of the CF card is now more than 10 years again.
A bug fix has been implemented that solves the
problem of a slower system response when remote
call stations are disconnected from their call
station interface.

3.18 Added functionality Release 3.03




The installer program of the File Transfer
Application (FTA) has been updated to allow
installation on the same PC of both a Praesideo
release 2.34 (or older) and a release 3.03 (or
newer). In this way the same PC can be used to
install and configure old Praesideo systems with a
LBB4401/00 NCO and newer Praesideo systems
that use a PRS-NCO-B.
The control speed of the AVC has been slowed
down to 1dB/s. This way the system will not be
disturbed by short bursts of noise.

3.19 Added functionality Release 3.02



The Compact Flashcard interface has been
extended to accept certain specific types of cards.
A bug fix has been implemented to extend the
pilot tone calibration range on 70V outputs that
caused calibration faults on heavily loaded
loudspeaker lines.

3.16 Added functionality Release 3.05

3.20 Added functionality Release 3.01







The configuration of the AVC settings in the zone
configuration web page has been extended. Now it
is possible to enable or disable AVC for
emergency calls (i.e. calls with a priority above
223). This setting is zone-specific.
A fix has been implemented to detect checksum
errors on some Compact Flash cards.

3.17 Added functionality Release 3.04




A very important bug fix has been implemented to
solve the situation that a short circuit on a channel
of the LBB4428/00 will switch the amplifier and
its spare amplifier to standby. With this 3.04
release only the output of the LBB4428/00 spare
amplifier channel that has the short circuit on the
line will be switched off. The other channels
continue. In case there is no spare amplifier, then
only the main amplifier channel that has the short
circuit on the line will be switched off. The other
channels continue.
A bug fix has been implemented to correct an
invalid loudspeaker line supervision fault event on
spare power amplifiers.
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In the configuration page System settings a
selection box has been added to select disabling
the NCO on an internal fault (default is No). This
function is specifically implemented for systems
with a redundant network controller. If an internal
fault in the master NCO occurs, e.g. a flash card
fault, then the master NCO is disabled. This is
detected by the special network switch, which
switches the system to the spare NCO. For
systems with one NCO, select No.

3.21 Added functionality Release 3.00





Support for the new PRS-NCO-B, the successor of
the network controller LBB4401/00. The new
PRS-NCO-B provides the same functionality as
the LBB4401/00, but has a faster processor, more
memory and a battery backup input with
supervision.
Support for the PRS-16MCI Multi Channel
Interface (MCI), which connects to the new Basic
Amplifiers PRS-1B500 and PRS-2B250 (BAM).
Power save mode to set amplifiers in standby
during backup power mode, to reduce battery
power consumption.
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BGM routing limit, to set a limit to the zones that
are allowed to receive a certain BGM channel.
This allows for distribution of licensed music to
certain zones only.
BGM audio inputs for BGM channels that have
their amplifier outputs only on the same unit as
where the audio input is, will not use a Praesideo
network channel for distribution. This allows for
more than 28 BGM channels in a network. It
requires the use of the BGM routing limit.
The volume of the tones (chimes and alarm tones)
is adjustable in the call macro.
The volume of the prerecorded messages is
adjustable in the call macro.
Spare power amplifiers can now be configured via
the web interface. Audio inputs, control inputs and
control outputs of a spare amplifier can be
configured and used independent of the spare
function. Line supervision can be used to monitor
the connection between spare and main amplifier.
Multi-language support for Logging Server and
Viewer.
An additional front panel menu item for LCD
contrast adjustment is available now for the NCO,
AEX, CIN and PAM. The hidden 2 steps LCD
intensity control, as implemented in release 2.34,
has been removed. Some recent (year 2006)
hardware versions of these units with LCD have a
fixed contrast setting, optimized in the factory,
which cannot be changed from this menu.

3.22 Added functionality Release 2.36


An important bug fix has been implemented for
the LBB4428/00. In case of a short circuit on one
of the output channels, then this amplifier is taken
over by its spare amplifier and only the output of
the LBB4428/00 spare amplifier channel that gets
the short circuit transferred will be switched off.
The other channels continue. In case there is no
spare amplifier, then only the main amplifier
channel that has the short circuit on the line will
be switched off. The other channels continue.
Users of the previous 2.xx release with
LBB4428/00 amplifiers must upgrade!

3.23 Added functionality Release 2.34


Release 2.34 is identical to release 2.33, except for
the addition of a hidden user control in the power
amplifiers, audio expander, CobraNet interface
and network controller.

3.24 Added functionality Release 2.33




In the Logging Application the name (instead of
the IP-address) of a TCP/IP device that has been
configured in System definition will be shown as
originator.
The OI accepts longer command strings to be able
to deal with the maximum number of zones.
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A conflict between the Logging Server/Viewer
and some other applications (e.g. Bosch Divar
SW), related to the use of Windows Process
Counters has been solved.

3.25 Added functionality Release 2.30











Support for Remote call station, LBB4438/00,
Remote call station kit, LBB4439/00, and Call
station interface, LBB4437/00, enabling call
station connection via CAT-5 cable up to 1000m
away from the Praesideo network.
Configuration of the maximum (allowed) BGM
level for each zone.
Scheduler for automatic time related calls, with
start time, end time and repeat interval.
Start and Stop functionality that allow for starting
and stopping a call from different call station
keypad keys and Control inputs, including the
possibility to extend an already running call with
additional zones.
Automatic sequential upgrading of unit firmware.
Grouping of zones in call and fault events in
Logging Viewer.
An active selection of events can be printed from
the Logging Viewer.
The fault event table of the Logging Viewer now
shows the time and originator of a fault event
acknowledge and reset action.

3.26 Added functionality Release 2.20














Support for multiple End-of-line and Loudspeaker
supervision boards, LBB4440/00, LBB4441/00
and LBB4443/00.
Support for upgraded power amplifiers
LBB4421/10, LBB4422/10 and LBB4424/10,
needed for the multiple End-of-line and
Loudspeaker supervision boards.
Flexible, extended AVC functionality.
Event logging via Logging Server with database
and Logging Viewer:
Event logging is part of Open Interface (OI).
Definition of OI-protocol to support nonWindows OI-clients, like touch screen control
panels.
BGM volume, mute and channel control per zone
or zone group via control inputs (e.g. wall panel
control).
Cascading delete of configuration items; deleting
an item will also delete all instances of its use.
Selection lists now default to a <None> selection
in the list.
Disabled configuration items show up between
brackets in selection lists.
The fault indicator on call stations (yellow
flashing LED) can be released after fault
acknowledge or after fault reset.
Configurable key time-out for call stations
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Configuration of TCP/IP devices (OI-clients);
missing devices generate a fault event.
Configurable access permission for non
configured TCP/IP devices (OI-clients).
Configurable call station microphone name for
easy Open Interface referencing.
Backup power mode selection via control input
possible, to force the system into backup power
mode (stop BGM and low priority calls).
Extended BGM volume settings per zone, with
three level time scheduling.
Possibility to clear existing logging information
from the network controller via the FTA.

3.27 Added functionality Release 2.10





















Support for CobraNet Interface, LBB4404/00,
including configuration software for Praesideo
and CobraNet.
New Open Interface functions for BGM control.
BGM view on call stations.
Improved enabled/disabled item behavior:
disabled items cannot be activated and disabled
items do not generate faults.
Printing of configuration data: converts
praesideo.cfg to readable HTML-table for
reference and printing.
Fault indications on LCD of 19”-units, with brief
indication on power amplifiers, audio expanders
and CobraNet interfaces, and detailed indication
on the network controller with Acknowledge and
Reset.
Installation diagnostics: -3dB option for fiber
transmitter to check the optical power margin.
Dedicated installation web page for easy selection
of programs to install.
New fiber interface without network node,
LBB4414/10, to overcome the network limit of 63
nodes at the expense of not having control inputs.
Selection of act on make or act on break for
control inputs.
Extended control output configuration for Call
active, Volume override and Switch out.
Key time out for keypad keys is now adjustable.
Focus jumps to last fault event in diagnostics.
Priority 255 calls override other priority 255 calls
for emergency call take-over.
Configurable release of fault indicator on call
stations; release on fault acknowledge or reset.
PAM 4x125W can act as spare for PAM 4x60W.
Pilot tone for network controller and audio
expander outputs is now volume independent.
Primary and secondary power supply
configuration for call station kit.
Import new tone set.

3.28 Added functionality Release 2.00


Support for LBB4428/00, 8x60W PAM.
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Open Interface via TCP/IP, to create a custom PC
call station.
Better sorting of diagnostic events (last on top).
Faster software installation (upgrade all).
Configurable priority-based blocking of calls
when the system is backup powered (not fixed to
emergency calls anymore).
Both mains and backup power can be
enabled/disabled per power amplifier.
Calls started from a contact input are partial (e.g.
for emergency).
AVC on PAM can be active on BGM too.
Improved default names for input and outputs.
Improved diagnostics descriptions.
Improved configuration file checking.
Presence of flash card is configurable.
Real time settings can also be configured off-line.
Spare amplifier can have a superset of the line
supervision boards that the main amplifiers have.
Configurable pilot tones on NCO and AEX
outputs.
The system can be (remotely) restarted from the
configuration PC.
Call station can do multiple calls via call
activation buttons, just like call station kit.
Checking on call station kit backup power
availability is now configurable.
Clock synchronization by contact input.
Contact input to contact output ‘call’ can be made.
External logging program improved and accepts
32 NCOs.
Priority status indication extended to priority 0, to
indicate BGM presence in zones.

3.29 Added functionality Release 1.30






Business calls are allowed during back-up
operation. Now it is possible to choose the
minimum priority level (0-255) at which calls will
be allowed during operation on back-up power.
Selection of 48Vdc as the primary power supply.
Absence of the mains power supply will no longer
generate an error message if this mode of
operation is selected.
Calls started by a call activation key, either on a
call station (kit) keypad key or a control input, can
now be stopped immediately.

3.30 Added functionality Release 1.20



Local AVC – Automatic Volume Control has
been added to the Power amplifiers.
A 20 kHz pilot tone can be added to the outputs of
the NCO and AEX for supervision of analog
connections to subsequent audio devices.

3.31 Added functionality Release 1.10


The option to enable/disable system redundancy is
available at System wide settings in the
configuration.
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Activation, acknowledgement and reset of the
emergency state are logged as general events.
The Network Controller supports four message
generators for broadcasting messages. This means
four messages can be played simultaneously
(network controller HW15/00 or higher required).
The call station kit is provided with contact input
supervision for its control inputs (call station kit
HW07/00 or higher required) and the PTT-key.
Contact output 4 and 5 of the Network controller
are assigned for audible and visual fault indication
(network controller HW15/00 or higher required).
These contacts are needed for IEC60849
compliancy.
Audio delay function for power amplifier outputs.
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4

Important notes

4.1 Network security
The Praesideo network interfaces do not provide
extensive security measures to protect the system
against malicious network attacks. Such measures
would be insufficient on the long term anyway, because
Praesideo systems in operation are unlikely to be
updated regularly to repair security leaks. Therefore do
not keep the network controller permanently connected
to an open Ethernet network. When a network
connection is needed after configuration, e.g. in case of
connection to a PC Call Server or a Logging Server,
then use a separate network, not accessible by others,
or setup a Praesideo specific VLAN by using Ethernet
switches with VLAN capabilities to partition the
network into multiple broadcast domains with one
domain assigned solely to Praesideo. When also audio
connections are established on Ethernet, via CobraNet
interfaces, these interfaces must be connected to the
separate network or VLAN too. Because audio
connections on Ethernet consume considerable network
bandwidth and, unlike physically separate networks,
VLANs share bandwidth, so VLAN trunks may require
aggregated links and/or quality of service prioritization.
This also applies to release 3.62, despite its improved
security.

4.2 Downgrading to previous release
Network controllers with HW 21/01 and later use a
type of flash memory that is only supported by SW
releases 3.50 or newer.
Downgrading such a unit to an older software version
will lock the unit. Unlocking can only be done at a
BOSCH service center! Please contact Bosch to find a
solution when it is absolutely necessary to use an old
version of the Praesideo software.

4.3 Upgrading from previous release
When upgrading from a previous release, prior to
release 3.4, it can happen that the line input supervision
of a power amplifier (LBB442x/xx or PRS-xPxxx) is
automatically set to On. When the input has been
configured as microphone input with supervision
enabled, but this input was changed later on to line
input (without disabling the microphone supervision
first), this supervision setting is transferred to the
configuration. Because input supervision didn’t exist
for line inputs in previous software versions, it was
invisible in the configuration, but now it becomes
visible and active. When no line input supervision is
required, this must be disabled manually in the
configuration.

4.4 Grounding of backup batteries
The negative terminal of the backup battery, connected
to the amplifiers and/or network controller is connected
to the signal ground. The mains/safety ground is
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connected to the metal parts of the cabinet. Inside the
Praesideo products, signal ground and safety ground
are interconnected by capacitors for compliancy to
EMC standards, and by zener diodes for compliancy to
ESD standards. Therefore, it is best to keep the
batteries floating without ground connection, or ground
the negative battery input on the equipment.
NEVER GROUND THE POSITIVE TERMINAL OF
THE BATTERY, as this will damage the Praesideo
equipment. In that case the ESD protection zener
diodes will be overloaded by the battery. Please note
that some telecom battery chargers do ground the
positive terminal of the battery. These chargers should
not be used!

4.5 CobraNet Discovery
At the moment of release of Praesideo release 3.60 the
latest version of CobraNet Discovery tool is version
4.05, which is included on the installation DVD. This
version is compatible with Windows 7, Vista and XP.
Check http://www.cobranet.info/downloads/disco for
the latest version.

4.6 Compact Flash cards
Sometimes Praesideo detects and reports checksum
errors on 3rd party Compact Flash cards, used for
message storage in the network controller. These errors
typically occur for CF cards without self-refresh.
Praesideo is delivered with a CF card that has been
selected and tested for reliable operation and it is
recommended not to change the CF card for a different
one.
In case this checksum error problem appears, please
contact the spare parts logistic channel or your local
Bosch contact person for a selected new CF card.
Then generate a new message set file from the wavfiles on the configuration PC and transfer that file to the
new card. Do not retrieve the message set file from the
old card and transfer that file to the new card, because
most likely that file is already corrupt.
If, in release 3.xx, the function ‘Disable network
controller on internal fault’ has been activated (Yes)
and a flash card fault occurs, no new message set can
be transferred to the NCO, because it has been
disabled. The FTA will respond with a message ‘The
connection with the server was terminated abnormally.’
A new message set can only be transferred to the NCO
when the function ‘Disable network controller on
internal fault’ has been de-activated (set to No) and the
NCO restarted.

4.7 Firmware upgrade
Units that have their firmware upgraded, but are
disabled in the configuration, show on their display
“Upgrade unit firmware” although they just got the
right version firmware. The display is not updated
accordingly because the unit is disabled. The unit is not
defect. The solution is to enable the unit in the
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configuration, save the configuration and restart the
system (Save and restart).
Only download unit firmware to the individual
Praesideo units after a software release upgrade, or if
you have added new units to the system. You will be
forced to wait a couple of minutes after a system startup before you can initiate a download. Make sure the
system is idle while downloading.

4.8 Windows security checking
Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista and
Windows 7 provide rigorous security checking on
network and Internet access. Because the Praesideo
installer uses the PC web browser to show the
installation menu, this security checking might prevent
the browser to load the required page from the
installation DVD. This depends on the security settings.
The browser might give a warning instead about
possible dangerous content. The user should accept the
risk and continue, otherwise the installation menu page
cannot be shown. After the menu page is loaded in the
browser, the browser may ask to ‘Allow blocked
content’. This should be allowed to get access to the
installation menu options. Please note that after
allowing blocked content, the security settings of the
browser are reduced.
When the Praesideo logging server and/or viewer are
used on a PC with Windows XP/SP2, Windows Vista
or Windows 7, the Windows Firewall will show a
Windows Security Alert with a blocking message. To
allow the Praesideo logging server and viewer to
operate and access connected network controller(s) via
a network or Internet, it is necessary that these
programs are unblocked by pressing Unblock in the
alert window.
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5

5.1 Numeric keypad
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Call macros programmed with a default input can
be selected on units for which a default input does
not exist (e.g. NCO, AEX, etc.). This can cause
unexpected system behavior.

5.4 Call station


Attaching/detaching a call station to a live system
may cause other system nodes to reset due to the
power dip on the network cable.

5.5 CobraNet interface


Only one PC with the CobraNet Discovery
application active should be connected to the
CobraNet network. Other active instances of
CobraNet Discovery will show up as additional
CobraNet units, which they are not.

5.6 Configuration web pages


Sometimes virus scan software interferes with the
configuration software on the same PC, with the
result that some web pages do not appear. Disable
the virus scanner during configuration.

5.7 Compact Flash Card


4.11 PC Call Station Client
The PC Call Station Client for release 3.30 or higher
will not work with older Praesideo releases because it
uses Open Interface commands that are not
implemented in these older versions. Upgrade the
complete Praesideo system to the latest release.

In some rare cases changing equalizer settings
results in a corrupted configuration file, causing
the NCO to crash. Check the file with the Print
Config Tool. If the equalizer settings of a unit
show ‘???’, then the file is corrupt. Repair the file
by deleting that unit from the configuration and
then add it again.

5.3 Call macro

4.10 Fault contacts on NCO
For compliancy to EN54-16 and ISO7240-16, the fault
contacts of the NCO will remain in fault condition until
the Praesideo system is up and running. Before release
3.30 this fault state was suppressed during start up.

Zone (group) names should always be unique,
also if the name is a number for use with a
numeric keypad. But also e.g. message names
never should use the same number as a name.

5.2 Corrupt configuration file

4.9 Installation information
The Praesideo Installation and User Instructions are
delivered as pdf-file on the DVD.

Known Limitations and
Work-arounds

An empty Flash card in a network controller will
generate a “Flash card data error”. If no messages
are needed, disable the Flash card in the
configuration to prevent this fault.

5.8 Off-line configuration


Units that have been entered in the configuration
with serial number “0” for off-line configuration
will generate a Unit Missing fault after a system
restart.

For more information please visit www.boschsecurity.com
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